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ABSTRACT

DOT3.51) is widely used for radiation transport analysis of fission reactors, fusion

experimental facilities and particle accelerators. We developped the input generator program for

DOT3.5 code in aim to prepare input data effectively. Forrnar program DOG2) ,3) was

developped and used internally in Hitachi Engineering Company. In this new version DOG-II,

limitation for R-O geometry was removed.

Ali the input data is created by interactive method in front of color display without using
DOT3.5 manual. Also the geometry related input are easily created without calculation of precise

curved mesh point.

By using DOG-II, reliable input data for DOT3.5 code is obtained easily and quickly.

I. INTRODUCTION

DOT3.51) two dimensional discrete ordinates transport code is widely used in the shielding

= design of fission reactors, fusion experimental facilities and particle accelerators because of its
following merits,

1) Computing time is reasonable in thick shield analysis compared to Monte Carlo method.
2) Results is rather stable because biasing techniques as Monte Carlo method are not

necessary.
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In the shielding design, it is necessary to do many analysis with different geometry.

Moreover, we often have to do another analysis with slightly different geometry due to the

design alternation of the equipments or buildings.

In the DOT3.5 analysis, geometry input preparation is rather time consuming in complicated

or curved geometry because DOT3.5 requires modeled geometry by two dimensional mesh.

To reduce the time for preparing DOT3,5 input data, we developped input generator program

DOG-II. Format program DOG 2), 3) was developped in 1989 and used internally in Hitachi

Engineering Company in fission reactor shielding analysis. This version was limited to R-Z and

X-Y geometry. In newer version of DOG-II, R-O geometry is also available to do file shielding

design work for fusion experimental reactors.

This report summarizes the overall function, system install method, and input instruction of

DOG-II.

2. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

2.1 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

The following system requirement pertain to the DOG-II which produces a 25000 mesh

DOT3.5 data, Number of meshes laz'ger than this may require higher resolution type color

display, additional memory and disk space,

To accommo&tte DOG-II, the computers system must have at a minumum the following

components:

1) Hitachi B32, NEC PC9801 or compatible that runs MS-DOS version 2.1 or later

and interactive BASIC compiler BASIC/1.

2) One 1MB disk driver or fixed disk.

3) A minumum of 512kB (kilobytes) available user memory.

4) An 80287/80387 math coprocessor installed.

5) Standard resolution type (640x400 dots) color display.

A hard or fixed disk is highly recommended. Region size of 3MB (megabytes) or larger

is necessary to produce a 25000 mesh DOT3.5 data.

Mesh size larger than 25000 requires a larger region of hard or fixed disk and a display

of higher resolut_gn type (example, 1150x750).

2.2 BASIC LANGUAGE

DOG-II is written in BASIC language because it is good at creating a geometry picture on

the display compared to FORTRAN language. However, it is a problem that ordinary



BASIC language is machine dependent and therefore user will be limited.

So, we used interactive BASIC compiler BASIC/1. BASIC/1 is developped in SONY

Corporation and produced on a commercial basis by KOZU System Design Corporation
for IBM, HITACHI, and NEC personal computers at this time. Another good features of
BASIC/1 are as follows.

1) Execution speed is higher than ordinary BASIC interpreter.
2) Full memory of the machine is available. ( ordinary BASIC interpreter is limited to

64kB)
BASIC/1 runs on MS-DOS of Microsoft Corporation.

2. 3 PROGRAM STRUCTURE

DOG-II can be divided into two parts apart from the main menu. One is to create a new

DOT3.5 data and the other is to check a existing DOT3.5 geomeu)' data. The input flow in
DOG-II program is illustrated in Figure 1.

DOG-II is designed to create a DOT3.5 input data without using manuals. Every data is

created in front of color display of a personal computer. To create a new data for DOT3.5,

one can start from any data block listed below.
(1) parameters .... 615, 625, 63'

(2) geometry related data----2*, 4*, 85, 95
(3) cross section.... I05, 115, 12"

(4) source data.... 17"

(5) quadrature sets.... 6*, 7*

These data are created in FIDO format that is ordinary used in DOT3.5 code, so they are
compact and easy to read for DOT3.5 users. These input data are obtained in MS-DOS file.

If the personal computer is connected to the main-frame computer, these data are easily
transferred by transmission program (WIT for HITAC users and FIMPORT/FEXPORT for

FACOM users) and used as DOT 3.5 data in main frame computer. If the personal computer
is a stand alone machine, data made by DOG-II code must be stored externally in floppy
disk and transferred to the terminal machine which is connected to the main frame

computer.

These procedure are illustrated in Figure 2.

2. 4 GEOMETRY RELATED ROUTINE

Normally, it took much time to create two dimensional geometry data for DOT3.5 code,
especially with curved or truncated line in the geometry because they must be expressed by

the mesh. Moreover, it took much time to check the geometry input whether it is as one

thought or not because one can check by the output list of DOT3.5 code or plotted out

-- geometry only after one runs DOT3.5 code. Especially in R-O geometry, it was very

complicated work to check without looking plotter output.
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To avoid therework wasthe first ideato start developingthis program.By DOG-II

program, truncatedand curved line can be handled easily because they arc automatically
expressed by step line. In this version, only partof circles arc supported in curved line
because almost ali tl_ actual facility arcdesigned and manufacturedby the combination of

straight lines and pan of circles. Even if it is not chile, it can be expressed by pan of
ckcles mther good.

By DOG-II one can alsocheck the geometryin thecourse of creating the geometry dam

by thedisplay of the personalcomputerandthereforeone can save time.
Overall procodme to creategeomelry inputby D(_i-[[ is,

(I)Prepare"gridpoint"fromthedrawingswhichmu:;tbeanalyzedbyDOT3.5code.Grid

pointisthepointwl_rethelinesaremet.

(2) Input thepositionof X(,R,R) andY(,Z,O) pointof thegrid.

(3) Connectthesegridpointby straightlineandcurvedline.
(4) Checkthegeometrybydisplaywhetherit isasyou thoughtor nOL If not,youcan

return to previous step.

(5) Designate the number of mesh point in the grid.
(6) Geometry drawing expressed by mesh will be appear,,Curved or truncated lines are

already expressed by step line.

(7) Check this picture whether it is as you thought or not. If it is curious by the lack of

mesh number (it sometimes occurs in curved line) you can return and re.designate in
previous step,

(8) Enclosed area in the geometry is painted out by light blue one by one. Designate the
zone number and material number one by one. Color of the designated area alters to

deep blue. When ali the area is painted out in deep bk_e,geometry input is finished.

(9) Geomeu'y related input cards (2", 4", 85, 95) in FI_) format are obtained in MS-DOS
' file.

lt is also easy to change previous geometi7. These good features of DOG-II is effective to
reducethetimetocrtateDOT3.5data.

2.5 OTHER ROUTINE

_¢tcrs Names anddescriptionof pararaetetsarclisted in table with their default or

previous value on the display. Parameters are set by over-writing the value. Color of the
numeral data changed from from the default or previous value arcchanged from blue to red,

therefore it is easy to checkafterwards.

Cross _ In this version of IX)G-II, cross section mixing dataarc shown on

display but one can not edit these data. One must edit on terminal of main frame computer.
In future version of DOG, we plan to connect t')other c'cosssection handling program now

One can edit the source data (17") on the display. FIDO format can be
_
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used.

QuadratureS¢!s Usual quadraturesets are alreadyregistered in DOG-II program.One
should only choose the quadratureorder.One can registeranotherquadratureset that is not

registered.

3. COOKBOOK OF DOG-II

3.1 ENVIRONMENT

Haxdwarcandsoftwareenvironment must be preparedbefore installing DOG-II
program.Refer "2.1 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS".

3.2 INSTALLATION TO HARD DISK

Install DOG-II program from floppy disk to harddisk.

(1) Prepa,',esubdirectory named "DOT" on harddisk as a work disk.
(2) Set floppy disk.

(3) Change the cmrent drive name to the name of the floppy disk driver.
(4) Executecommand "DOTINT".

By these operation, installation to hard disk is done. For example, if the name of hard
disk driver are A and B, and floppy disk driverC, operation will be
(Example)

A>B: Change current drive to B

B>MD IX)T Createsubdimctory named "DOT"
B>C: Change current drive to C
C>DOTINT Execute installation

3.3 HOW TO EXECUTE

After starting MS-DOS, change th_directory on current drive m subdh'ectory "DOT".

Generate every subprogram of DOG-II by BASIC1 compiler. Program flow diagram and
names of subprogram are shown in Fig. 3 and Table 1. After that, execute command
"I'X)G2", now one can start DOG-II.

(Example)
A>B:

B>CD $

B>C'DDOT Set subdirectory

B>BASIC 1 Generate DOG-II subprogram
B>DOG2 Start execution
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Table 1 DOG-IIsubprograms

name description

OPEN01 title frame
OPEN02 main menu

NDAT01 select data block for new data

EDAT01 create parameter data block

NDAT001 select geometry type
NDAT02 create geometry data for X-Y or R-Z geometry

NDAT03 create geometry data forR-O geometry

EDAT03 create cross sectiondata

EDAT04 createsource data

F__AT05 create quadrature set data

KDAT01 check geometry data forX-Y and R-Z geometry

QDAT01 check geometry data for R-O geometry

END01 end DOG-II

z

=

FlI.re 3 H|erarcby of subroutine calls for DOG.Ii

=
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4. INPUT PROCEDURE OF DOG-II

Input to DOG-IIis done interactivelyon display. In this section, explanation of input
methods and theirfunctions are shown frameby frame.

4.1 MAIN MENU

DC)T3.5Input Generator

A first frame on display is main menu.
Select one of the functions.

1. Start creating new data. 1.O_e New_m
(see4.2) 2 ooon.WCheck

2. Start checking old geometry data. 3.E,a
(see 4.3)

3. Stop DOG-II system, pt.seselect number

4.2 CREATING NEW DATA 1
Create New Oatl I

If you choose "1" in main menu, this I.Parameters I

frame will appear.Please select one of 2.G_,,-oot_ [

the data block youwant to create. You 3.era, seet_ I

i

can start from any data block. ,. so,_.. I
J 5. OuadratureSet J!I

7. End [
please selec{number i

lr,. j
4.2.1 Parameters

If you select "1" in new data menu, _1!A02_,,.._ _ _,,a,a,_,t _u_,_ .,parameter setting frame (12 frames) 2 I AM max|mumoraerorscatte_o
will appear.Move cursor by return key __ r a_ [ numberoimaterialzoos

4 ! lM 92 ] numberof radial Intecvals
j_ "and type "S" to change numerical value, s

Type"R" to showpreviouspage,"N" _e___ 20_.._mbafofallergy01'oup,

to shownextpage,and"E" to returnto 7 ! IHT 3 ] posSllonoi totalcross=_ectlon

,a.. JHS ,, [ Ix_ _ =elt-_,atler crou sectionnew data menu. .0 "i_'t. 23 ¢rou sectiontable lengthper group

S:ch_t_aata R:l_awavd N:lorward E:ena
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4.2.2 New Geometry Geometry Type

If you select "2" in new data menu, 1.x.¥

geometry type frame will appear. 2,_.z

ChooseX-Y, R-Z or R-Oo _.R.e

please selec_number

(1) Grid Point Input Frame

If you choose"1" or"2" in geometry GridPoints(X-Y,R.Z)
X(R),.0.0 10.0 20,0 30.0 40.0 T

typeframe,thisframewillappear.
v(z).o.o1o.o20.0so.o40.0T

inputX(R)andY(Z)positionofgrid

point.Usereturnkeytomovetonext

inputanduse"T"atend.When data

inputarcfinished,youwillbeasked

whetheryouwanttocorrectornot.

Answer "Y" to corrector "N" to go ao you needcorrection? ( Y/N ) .

to next frame.

(2) Straight Line and Truncated Line I
I
I

Gridmeshwillappear.Move X mark ]
o bycursorkeyto startpointandtype l

returnkey.Next,move toendpointand l

type return key.Whenali thestraight , I

linearedesignated,typespacekey to , _ I
fix.You willbeaskedwhetheryou ' I, l

: want to correct or not. Type "Y" to i
#ease inputend.point ( fix-returnkey,er'<l.spacekey) I

corrector "N" to go to next frame. I

(3) Curved Line

= Input startpoint and end point of a

part of circle by same method as
straight line. Then input radius of circle.

.. ,,.._.....

Next, assign which side (right or left) ' _ "l ' \',[

is thecenter of circle. ' ,--1' ' ] '! * I | |

i tj ' I '

p_e_oinputwhichs)detheconferis.1.right2.left
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----...._
(4) Confirm Geometry ., ,'_

On scale geometrypicture is shown
whenali linesarefixed.Youarcasked

whetherit isasyouthoughtor not.If

youwanttocorrect,type"Y". Type
"N" to go tonextstep. - ....

doyouneedcorrection? (Y/N )

(5) Number of Meshes per Grid

Input number of meshes in the grid
where red line exist on axis. Mesh

width will be shown. If mesh size is

larger or smaller than you thought,

type "N" to correct. Type "Y" to go ;__. 22_
to next grid. ,---

,.

(6) Zone and Material Designation

L
When number of meshes by grid arc l---t_ ]

ali designated, this mesh drawing will L.
1

be shown. You are askedzone number [

and material number of the enclosed i_ '-'1.1_

area by lines shown in light blue color

one by one. Designate numbers and
type "Y" or returnkey to fix one by

one. If youwanttocorrectnumber, zo_No,.1 _atee=JNo,.1 Nu_ens=_eOK_(¥/N)
type"N".

4.2.3 Cross Sections _oss
2R2tl2a2_2292_32R_142R2_S2az_e
2R2t7 2R218 2R219 2R220 2R221 2R222
2R223 2R224 2R225 2R226 2R227 2R228
2R229 2a230 2R231 2R232 2R233 2R234

If youselect"3" in newdatamenu, 2R2aS2R2362R2372R2382R2392R240
2R24t 2R242 2R243 2R244 2R245 2R246

cross sectionmixingtablewill ix: 2R2472R2482R2492R2502R25t2R252
2a2s3=a2_ 2R25s2._. _,n2572.2r_

shown. In this version of DOG-II, =R2s__n_ _n2st :,n2a=ZR_ 2n2_
2R265 2R266 2R267 2R268 2R269 2R270

you can only look but can not edit. 2R27_ 2R272 2R2732R2742R2752R27628277 2R278 28279 2R280 2R281 2R282
2R283 2R284 2R285 2R286 2R287 2R288
2R289 2R290 2R291 2R292 2R293 2R294

pleaseeditdataonterminalmachine typere_umkey'
i _ ,,, ±.,



4.2.4 Source Data ,_urceDataby,Er_WGro_ 20aata

If you select"4" in newdatamenu, ,_rce.t,enoth,_0,o.pI :
this frame will appear. Input source
strength by energy group.Totalnumber _per _ te_m_,,

you must input is shown in display.
Then input source strength by mesh.

OuadratureSo!

4.2.5 Quadrature Set

S12quadraturelet b used. Ii ttOK ?(Y/N)
If you select"5" in newdatamenu, N

thisframewill appear.Selectthe pleasesoled 1.$8 2.$12

quadraturesetyouwanttouse.

4.3 SHOW OLD GEOMETRY DATA _ease_put,S,nam*

ddve name :C

4.3.1 File Name
filename : OLDDOT

If you select"2" in mainmenu,this
flame will appear.Inputdrivename

andfile namewhichyouwant to check.

4.3.2 Display Geometry I /

/_/Geometry picture and mesh numbers

per 1000 mesh. (PC9801RA) Type
return key to go to next frame.

GeometryCheck T_tle- samplemodel

X-Y geometry numbero!meshes. 92 ' 160 numberof zones. 16

4.3.3 Check Zone and Material Number

If you want to check zone and material
number, type "Y" to start. You can check
zone and material number of colored area.

By return key, zone will change one by
one.

(this is R-O sample) to, No..7 n_atoe_No,.7
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4,4 GENERAL CONSIDERATION

Tocreategood geometry,considerations listed below are necessary.

(1) DOG -IIcreates step lines from curved andtruncatedline. Sufficient mesh point is
necessary to approximatethese lines.

(2) If narrowmea enclosed by two curved or truncatedlines exist in R-Z or X-Y

geometry, designate three meshes or more to reserve the thickness of the narrow area.

(3) In R-O geometry, maximum of ® is 90 degree. Precise geometry can not be

designated nearthe center becauseDOG-H can not judge the point on display

when zone is designated.
(4) If numberof mesh is largeor complicated configurationexist in a partof the geometry,

it is better to divide whole geometry into two or more partsandcombine afterwardsto

save response time of DOG-II.

5. SUMMARY

Inputgeneratorprogramfor DOT 3.5 code is developped. Ali the input data is created by
interactive method using personal computer.Especially, creating geometry input is easy and

quickbecausecurvedandtruncatedlinesareautomaticallyexpressedbystepline.Confirming

geometryandotherinputdataarealsoeasy.ThereforereliabledataforDOT3.5 isobtained

withoutconsumingdesigntime.

Therearesome part(crosssectionmixingetc.)whichmustbe improved.Also,

explanationondisplayiswritteninJapaneseinthisversionofDOG-II.We plantomake
Englishversionlater.Infuture,we plantodevelopinputgeneratorprogramforDORT and
TORT.
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